
The Ship’s Gin Bar
Start your meal in style with one of our carefully selected Artisan Gins…
The Regulars…..
Hendricks – 41.4%abv- In addition to the traditional juniper infusion, Hendrick’s uses 
Bulgarian rose and cucumber to add flavour. Served with Fresh Cucumber.
Liverpool Gin – 43% abv- A fantastically sharp organic gin blended with hand picked 
botanicals and grain spirit. Served with a Slice Of Orange and Star Anise.
Monkey 47- 47% abv- 47 handpicked ingredients from the Black Forest deliver a 
unique flavour and unrivalled complexity
Brockmans- 40% abv- Blueberry and Citrus notes give complex but ultimately refres-
ing taste. Served with Berries.
Martin Miller- 40% abv-  Imparts a balance of citrus and juniper. Blended using Icelan-
dic Spring Water. Served with Fresh Lemon and Lime
Whitley Neil Rhubarb and Ginger-  43% abv- The essence of rhubarb adds a tart 
crisp edge to a smooth English gin base whilst the ginger extract warms the palate 
for a full-bodied finish. Served with a Slice of Fresh Orange
Guest Gins- Ask staff for our current selection of guest gins
Choose from the following Fevertree Mixers….
Fevertree Tonic Water
Fevertree Light Tonic
Fevertree Aromatic 
Fevertree Elderflower Tonic
Fevertree Sicilian Lemon Tonic 

All Artisan Gins ….£5.25
 served as a 25ml Measure and include Fevertree Mixer and Garnish
Make it a double for just £2 extra

the ship ’s

Hendricks 41.4% a b v

In addition to the traditional juniper infusion, Hendrick’s uses Bulgarian 
rose and cucumber to add flavour.

Served with Fresh Cucumber

LiverpooL Gin 43% a b v

A fantastically sharp organic gin blended with hand picked botanicals and grain spirit. 
Served with a Slice of Orange and Star Anise.

monkey 47 - 47% 47% a b v

Handpicked ingredients from the Black Forest deliver a unique flavour 
and unrivalled complexity.

BrockmAns 40% a b v

Blueberry and Citrus notes give a complex but ultimately refreshing taste.
Served with Berries

mArtin miLLer 40% a b v

Imparts a balance of citrus and juniper. Blended using Icelandic Spring Water.
Served with f resh Lemon & Lime

wHitLey neiL rHuBArB & GinGer 40% a b v

The essence of rhubarb adds a tart crisp edge to a smooth English gin base 
whilst the ginger extract warms the palate for a full-bodied finish.

Served with a slice of f resh Orange

Ask stAff for our current seLection of Guest Gins

All Artisan Gins 

£5.25
Served as a 25ml Measure & includes 
Fever tree Mixer and Garnish
mAke it A douBLe for £2 extrA

Start your meal in style 
with one of our carefully
selected Artisan Gins

the regul ars

gin bar


